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Abstract
This article addresses revitalization of a dormant language whose prospec-
tive speakers live in scattered geographical areas. In comparison to increas-
ing the usage of an endangered language, revitalizing a dormant language
(one with no living speakers) requires di¤erent methods to gain knowledge
of the language. Language teaching for a dormant language with a scat-
tered community presents di¤erent problems from other teaching situations.
In this article, we discuss the types of tasks that must be accomplished for
dormant-language revitalization, with particular focus on development of
teaching materials. We also address the role of computer technologies, ar-
guing that each use of technology should be evaluated for how e¤ectively it
increases fluency. We discuss methods for achieving semi-fluency for the
first new speakers of a dormant language, and for spreading the language
through the community.
1. Introduction
The problems of how to increase the usage of an endangered language are
well known (e.g., Fishman 2001a). The most extreme case of language re-
vitalization is reversal of a completed language shift, that is, revitalization
of a language with no living speakers: a dormant language. In this article,
we discuss methods and problems of revitalizing Mutsun, a dormant lan-
guage of coastal California.
We discuss revitalization particularly for what we refer to as ‘‘scat-
tered’’ communities. Mutsun (Southern Costanoan) was spoken near the
San Juan Bautista Mission, south of San Francisco. Mutsun rapidly be-
came endangered after the arrival of the missions, and the last known flu-
ent speaker, Mrs. Ascensio´n Solo´rsano, died in 1930. The Mutsun tribe
now has no reservation or tribally owned land, and there is no modern
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town in which the Mutsuns are well known as being the original local
people, or in which Mutsuns constitute a majority. The approximately
2000 Mutsun people are scattered, with concentrations across a large ex-
panse of California. Hinton (2003) classifies endangered languages by the
geographical unit with which they are associated: a country (e.g., Irish,
Maori), a state (Hawai’ian), or a village or reservation (e.g., the Pueblo
languages). Finally, some languages, like Mutsun, lack any geographic
area in which they are now widely recognized, and their community
members live in scattered locations. We follow Hinton (2001c) in calling
these ‘‘scattered languages.’’1
Although there are no living speakers, there is surprisingly extensive
written documentation of Mutsun (Warner et al. 2006). The largest
source is several thousand pages of unpublished, unanalyzed field notes
taken by linguist J. P. Harrington during fieldwork with Mrs. Solo´rsano
in 1922 and from 1929 until her death in 1930. Some Mutsuns, including
the second author, had a strong desire to reconnect with their heritage
language and culture, but they were wrongly told that there was no mate-
rial on Mutsun. In 1996, they gained access to some of the materials and
began learning their heritage language. This initial work with the archival
materials was both daunting in the di‰culty of the task, and emotionally
deeply rewarding.
Several linguists have since joined the community in revitalization
work, and we have created a dictionary, a draft language textbook, free-
standing language-teaching materials, and a database that contains all
recorded information about the Mutsun language (Warner et al. 2007).
Furthermore, the authors can hold basic conversations in Mutsun. The
first author (a linguist) joined the project as a student mentor at the
Breath of Life workshop in 1997 (Hinton 2001b), and then continued
work with Mutsun first in her spare time, then as a research program.
The third and fourth authors and other students joined the project
through either grant-funded or independent-study work supervised by
the first author. The Mutsun project is now at a similar stage to the
Kaurna dormant-language revitalization project in Australia (Amery
2000). In this article, we discuss the types of work that have been involved
in the Mutsun project, methods we have tried, and problems we have
encountered.
2. Tasks in revitalization
The types of work we have found necessary in the Mutsun language-
revitalization project are wide-ranging. The first step was to determine
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what documentation of the language was available, locate copies, and
learn the transcription systems of all sources (tasks discussed for dormant
languages generally in Hinton [2001a]). We also developed a practical or-
thography for Mutsun early in the project, although it has been revised
several times at the instigation of community language learners. We de-
veloped a lexical database, and eventually a sentence-level text database,
to encode and analyze all known data for the language and generate a
dictionary (Warner et al. 2006). We have also developed language-
teaching materials throughout the duration of the project. The Mutsun
project involves cultural revitalization along with language revitalization
(Hinton 2001c), so information about cultural practices, songs, tradi-
tional plants, etc., must also be extracted from early records or learned
from culturally related tribes.
For any dormant-language revitalization project, at least one person
must gain modest fluency in the language in order to teach it to others
(Hinton 2001a). A further step is to spread language and cultural knowl-
edge through the community. This may involve organizing summer
camps, developing strategies to keep learners from switching to the dom-
inant language, and involving a broad group of community members.
One must also locate funding or volunteers. A thorough language and
culture revitalization project can require a very large team e¤ort, and re-
quire the help of people with skills in diverse areas: linguistics, music,
illustration, pedagogy, grant writing, and event planning. However, this
does not mean that all of these types of work must be accomplished at
once, or by any one project. The Mutsun project has done at least some
work in all of these areas, but we have not been able to pursue all parts of
the work intensively. Approximately 10–15 community members have
taken some leadership role at some time, and approximately 50 have at-
tended at least one Mutsun language workshop.
3. Development of teaching materials
We will discuss teaching materials in more detail. There are special con-
siderations for teaching materials for a scattered community with a dor-
mant language.
3.1. Relationship between original data and teaching materials
Because no one working on the project is a fluent Mutsun speaker, it
might seem desirable to use original field data that was collected from a
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native speaker as teaching material. Furthermore, working with original
source materials can inspire powerful motivation (Hinton 2001b; Lobo
2001) by serving as a direct connection to one’s ancestors, who often pro-
vided the data. However, the original source material on Mutsun is highly
inaccessible for language learning: it consists of unanalyzed field notes on
microfilm, in Harrington’s poor handwriting, with glosses in California
Spanish, and little explanation of grammar or anything else. It represents
linguistic elicitation style, consisting of sometimes improbable sentences
using a root in various constructions out of context, and does not dem-
onstrate how to hold a conversation. For example, at one point Harring-
ton elicited the forms tonnoyis! ‘Go make him dizzy!,’ tonnoy nuk! ‘Make
him dizzy!’, tonnohte-k ‘He is dizzy’, etc. (Harrington 1922, 1929–1930:
41:0201b). The original data contains idiomatic uses of words or su‰xes,
low-frequency su‰xes that would not be taught at a beginner level, and
grammatical structures that are not well understood or were not the
most common way to express something. To avoid exposing beginning
language learners to the full range of variability of the language, we
have focused on developing accessible language-learning materials, but
we intend to incorporate original data wherever possible.
Development of language-teaching materials for Mutsun has followed
two directions: the writing of a textbook, primarily by the linguists with
input from community members, and production of a variety of stand-
alone teaching materials, primarily by community members with input
from the linguists. The first and second authors began work on a text-
book together early in the revitalization process. This textbook was really
a list of example sentences illustrating syntax and morphology, with ex-
planation in nontechnical terminology. Not surprisingly, it was of little
use in the community. A newer textbook focuses on communicative com-
petence in daily-life situations and introduces grammar through conversa-
tions and stories. We attempt to write texts involving traditional activities
wherever possible (e.g., making a feather headdress, harvesting tradi-
tional plants, etc.), along with texts on topics of modern life. This text-
book is still far from ideal, but when completed, it should allow highly
motivated community members the great satisfaction of progress toward
semi-fluency.
3.2. Logistics and online access to the textbook
Although the Mutsun community does hold language or culture work-
shops, it is di‰cult for community members to attend because of distance
and lack of time. The main concentrations of Mutsun people are up to a
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three-hour drive apart, and most community members must hold at least
one job and take care of children. Therefore, in-person language classes
are unlikely to spread the language through the community. Language-
learning materials that can be used individually or in small groups, with-
out a fluent teacher, could supplement less-frequent larger community
meetings.
We hope to address this problem by using password-protected distance-
learning software for audio examples and oral practice (see Warner et al.
2007). Most members of the Mutsun community do have Web access, so
online material may be more accessible than physical meetings. We have
chosen to use distance-learning software developed by the University of
Arizona (Reynaert et al. 2003, www.ole.arizona.edu). This software al-
lows a ‘‘teacher’’ to post text, audio, and video messages, to which ‘‘stu-
dents’’ can then listen and post audio, text, or video replies. Over time we
expect that the student and teacher roles will merge, with linguists and
community members advancing their competence in the language to-
gether.2 We have also experimented with CD and DVD materials. Even-
tually, advanced community language learners rather than linguists should
serve as the voices for audio materials.
Another strategy for teaching despite the scatter problem is to form a
small group of highly dedicated language learners, including at least one
from each geographical area, who will then become teachers for the com-
munities they live in. The Mutsun community has founded such a language
committee, consisting of six to eight adults committed to dedicating a large
amount of time to language work. However, in a scattered community,
even a language committee may not be able to meet very often.
3.3. Stand-alone teaching materials
We, particularly the second author, have also created many independent
teaching materials, including games, songs, flashcards, etc. These are
often based on games familiar to community members from the broader
American culture. Some examples are a Mutsun version of Twister (for
learning colors and body parts), Mutsun Hokey-Pokey (body parts,
some imperatives), a matching/memory game that teaches which plural
allomorph to use in which environment, Mutsun Go Fish, Mutsun Black-
jack (for higher numbers), Coyote Says (based on Simon Says, for imper-
atives), etc.
Many of these activities are e¤ective for getting community members
involved in language learning and for teaching particular lexical areas.
The blackjack game is a prime example: the numbers above 10 in Mutsun
(shown in Example [1]) are attested (Arroyo 1861: 16), but they are long
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and di‰cult. We considered creating shorter forms, reasoning that the nu-
merals would have undergone elision had the language not become dor-
mant. However, the attested forms quickly became easier with practice.
The blackjack game supplies ample practice, and community members
who play it become very fluent with higher numbers. If language revital-
ization succeeds and these long numbers come into common use, they
may undergo shortening, but as a natural part of language change.
(1) tansakte hemec’a-k iccos
10 1-3rd sub. come out-rem. past
‘11’ (lit. ‘10-1 it came out’)
kaphan tansakte parwes-ak iccos
3 10 5-3rd sub. come out-rem. past
‘35’ (lit. ‘3-10-5 it came out’)
We have also developed language for a traditional game in Mutsun. Har-
rington documented how the traditional stick game Tallik was played,
along with lexical items specific to the game (the names of the throwing
sticks, the score-keeping sticks, and the game itself ). Using this informa-
tion from Harrington and general knowledge of Mutsun, we made a list
of phrases for this game, so that children and adults can play a traditional
game while speaking entirely in Mutsun.
We have also developed longer texts. Community members translated
Dr. Seuss’s children’s story Green Eggs and Ham into Mutsun (cutsuSmin
moTe yuu tooTe ‘blue/green-one egg and meat’) in 2000 at a Breath of
Life language-revitalization workshop (Hinton 2001b; Luna-Costillas et
al. 2002). This early-reader text is an excellent choice for language learn-
ing because it is highly repetitious. A version converted to traditional cul-
ture (‘‘Green acorns and salmon’’) is planned. We have also translated a
traditional Mutsun story (the story of the thunders), which was written
only in English and Spanish, back into Mutsun. We know of only part
of one traditional story, the story of One-leg, that was ever written down
in Mutsun, but we have translated the remainder of that story back into
Mutsun as well. At a community language workshop, having children
act out the story of One-leg while it was narrated in Mutsun was very
popular. The continuing development of longer stories on both tradi-
tional and modern concepts diversifies the repertoire of language-learning
materials.
4. Technology and language revitalization
Computer technology for endangered languages has received considerable
attention recently (e.g., Hinton and Hale 2001, part VII; and the Indige-
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nous Languages and Technology listserv, http://projects.ltc.arizona.edu/
gates/ilat.html). We have adopted some technologies for the Mutsun lan-
guage revitalization process, but we emphasize evaluating just what re-
turn the community receives in increased fluency from the investment of
time, energy, and money in a particular technology.
We make extensive use of databases, currently SIL’s FieldWorks Lan-
guage Explorer (SIL 2006), for the analysis of original source data for
Mutsun and for producing the dictionary (see discussion in Warner et al.
2006). For language teaching, we plan to use technology primarily by
providing oral practice through the online distance-learning software. In
this scattered community, the use of technology has the potential for a
great return in fluency because of geographical distance and the commu-
nity’s access to the Web. The particular distance-learning software we
have chosen is already available and is easy to learn, so this technology
requires limited investment of e¤ort.
We have made only a little use of technology for other teaching ma-
terials, and we have not developed Mutsun audiovisual language-lesson
CDs, for example. Such methods often focus on memorization of lexical
items (e.g., by having learners click on a picture to hear a recording of the
word). This does not create fluent speakers, and requires substantial e¤ort
to produce.
We are in the process of developing a Mutsun spellchecker for use in a
word-processing program, because a programmer volunteered to develop
this. This technology is especially useful for a dormant language: with
analysis of the source materials ongoing, we have to learn new forms of
words as better information becomes available. If a learner has memo-
rized ‘to buy/sell’ as upu (attested in Mason [1916], analyzed early in the
project), and it is later changed to huupu (the Harrington form, analyzed
later), the learner would be corrected by the spellchecker. We hope to in-
clude a function in the spellchecker program that will check whether a
form is a variant from an alternative source (Warner et al. 2006) and sug-
gest the main form for it.
5. Problems encountered in Mutsun language revitalization, and tentative
solutions
5.1. Developing the first semi-fluent speakers
Learning to speak a language that has no living speakers at all is almost,
but not completely, unprecedented. Daryl Baldwin of the Miami Tribe
taught himself to speak his ancestral language, Myaamia, from archival
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sources (Hinton 2001a; Leonard 2004), just as the Mutsuns are attempt-
ing to do. He is now raising his four children largely in Myaamia (Leo-
nard 2004). Cornish developed first speakers longer ago (George and
Broderick 2002). There are also cases of first speakers of constructed lan-
guages, such as Esperanto and Star Trek’s Klingon.3 Although learning
of constructed languages di¤ers in the relationship of the community to
the language and in how gaps in language competence are filled, the pro-
cess of creating the first semi-fluent speakers is similar. The revitalization
of Hebrew (Kutscher 1982; Sa´enz-Badillos 1993; Hinton 2001a), how-
ever, is di¤erent, since Hebrew was still being used at least for religious
purposes when the development of Modern Hebrew began.
Our primary methods for gaining semi-fluency in Mutsun are learning
the syntax from the Okrand (1977) grammar, learning lexical items from
the dictionary we have been developing, writing (by e-mail) in Mutsun,
and practicing speaking in Mutsun with each other. The second author
also uses Mutsun with her four children whenever possible, but this is cur-
rently mostly confined to single words and set phrases. At this point, the
first three authors can hold simple conversations about daily-life topics or
tell simple stories entirely in Mutsun, without rehearsing the material in
advance. During in-person visits, the first two authors have attempted to
speak only Mutsun with each other whenever possible. We were able to
talk in Mutsun 20–30% of the time, and we found this progress extremely
satisfying. With practice, we expect that Mutsun conversation will become
easier.
When one receives no language input, making the jump from memo-
rizing set phrases or laboriously constructing sentences morpheme-by-
morpheme to generating language productively is very di‰cult. One strat-
egy we have found helpful is to spend time several days per week writing
simple conversations and stories in Mutsun, since writing does not require
one to generate sentences as quickly as speaking. These stories can be
used as material for the textbook later. At least for the first author (who
is a linguist), frequent practice writing on simple topics in Mutsun has led
to an increase in ability to speak at nearly conversational speed.
Another helpful strategy is talking to babies in the language, whether
the goal is to raise the child in the language or not. Conversations with
young children are easier to confine to basic syntax and vocabulary, and
pre-linguistic children are a cooperative audience.4 When adults begin
learning their ancestral language, they often want to say complex and po-
etic things, perhaps expressing their feelings about language loss and revi-
talization. Even typical conversations among adults quickly founder on
multi-clause sentences and abstract or specialized lexical items. Conversa-
tions with a small child may be more manageable. Clearly, adults also
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need to learn to have simpler adult-directed conversations, but addressing
children may be a good stepping stone to semi-fluency.
To make the jump to semi-fluency, Hinton et al. (2002) suggest that
one could speak the target language even to (presumably patient) adults
who are not learning it, and then repeat in English, in order to get enough
practice speaking. Working with the dormant language Kaurna, Amery
(2000, 2001) suggests a ‘‘formulaic method’’ of introducing memorized
phrases. Regardless of the method used, creating even a few initial semi-
fluent speakers is a prerequisite to solving all other problems. Making the
jump to semi-fluency without spoken input is extremely di‰cult, and it is
easy to underestimate this task in the revitalization process.
5.2. Problems in language teaching
Beyond the issues of teaching materials discussed above, dormant-
language revitalization creates an extremely di‰cult language-teaching
situation. The teacher will not be a fluent speaker. When Mutsun commu-
nity language classes are held, the attendees vary greatly in age (1–60þ),
past experience with Mutsun (from first-time attendees to people who
come to every class), motivation (from people trying out the class to revi-
talization leaders), and amount of formal education. Most community
members are monolingual English speakers and have never had the expe-
rience of learning to converse fluently in a second language. Classes are
held infrequently because of the scattered language situation. Finally, on-
going analysis of the original source materials leads to changes in what is
considered grammatical.
For most community members, teaching using games and immersion
methods, rather than analytical language-learning, is preferable (cf. Lobo
2001). We are not currently able to provide a true immersion environ-
ment, although we attempt to use Mutsun wherever possible in language
teaching (by greeting workshop participants at the door in Mutsun, writ-
ing nametags in Mutsun orthography, narrating stories only in Mutsun
and acting them out rather than translating, etc.). We use a large propor-
tion of games and songs in language teaching, integrating a little gram-
mar. Still, separate activities for children and adults have been necessary,
and finding activities that are engaging for all ages and activity levels of
children is challenging.
One thing that favors Mutsun revitalization is that the language
has simple syllable structure, transparently agglutinating su‰xal mor-
phology, and only a few phonemes the dominant language (English)
lacks. Phonological simplicity certainly facilitates teaching under di‰cult
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dormant-language circumstances. Dormant-language revitalization would
be far harder for an Athapaskan language, for example.
5.3. Beyond the classroom
In revitalization work, as with endangered languages, it is important to
consider which e¤orts are likely to create semi-fluent speakers and which
are not. Language lessons taught in a classroom, even under the best cir-
cumstances, are not as likely to produce fluency as immersion during real-
life activities. (See Dulay et al. [1982: ch. 2] for discussion of the impact of
natural language input, Hinton [1997] on learning languages in a daily-
life environment, and Fishman [2001b] and Hinton [2001c] on the ine‰-
cacy of entirely school-based language learning.) This is even truer for a
scattered community. Although language games and activities are useful,
these are also unlikely to create fluent speakers. Similarly, no use of
modern technology will create fluency without su‰cient input and oppor-
tunities for interaction.
The only way for children and most adults to achieve even semi-fluency
is through immersion, in a situation where everyone around the learner
insists on speaking only the target language. We invite readers to consider
how they reached fluency in any L2 in which they can converse somewhat
comfortably. For us, this has been either through immediate immersion
in the society where the language is spoken or through analytical class-
room study followed by immersion during study-abroad. Whatever basis
formal language study may provide, spending many hours interacting in
the L2 is what leads to fluency.
We are not currently able to provide a good immersion environment in
Mutsun, even with one speaker, let alone a society. However, a crucial
di¤erence between revitalization and L2-learning of a non-ancestral lan-
guage is in motivation. The revitalization leaders in the Mutsun commu-
nity are tremendously motivated by the need for cultural identity and
connection with the ancestors whose language was destroyed. This makes
it possible that a small number of adults might gain semi-fluency from
less-than-ideal teaching materials, and then spread their knowledge
through the community by becoming the source of immersion input for
other learners, while simultaneously increasing their own fluency.
It is important to train Mutsun community members in how and why
to stay in the target language even though none of their interlocutors are
fluent speakers. Switching to a dominant language when communication
becomes di‰cult reinforces the idea that the dominant language is the
‘‘real’’ means of communication, while use of the target language is a
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sort of game. Using only the target language reinforces the feeling that
the language is truly for communication (Hinton 1997; Pecos and Blum-
Martinez 2001). When two speakers have a common language in which
both are fluent (such as English), the temptation to switch to that lan-
guage because it will be readily understood is very strong (Romero 2003;
Pecos and Blum-Martinez 2001). A technique for staying in the target
language can be as simple as saying oySo ‘again’ instead of ‘‘what?’’.
However, learning an L2 by immersion seems to be very hard work at
first even under good circumstances (for example, study-abroad in a
monolingual host family after a few years of classroom study). We re-
member the early stages of our own L2 immersion experiences as being
overwhelmingly di‰cult. Only the most motivated of learners would per-
severe and stay in an immersion setting in a dormant language.
In the medium to long term, we hope that semi-fluent Mutsun speakers
will be able to o¤er summer language-immersion camps, possibly similar
to those developed at Cochiti Pueblo and used very e¤ectively there
(Pecos and Blum-Martinez 2001). Perhaps even an immersion daycare
will eventually become possible. Once a few semi-fluent speakers exist,
methods used for severely endangered languages can be applied. Fishman
(2001b) argues that these situations are really the same. Even the master–
apprentice program (Hinton 1997) might work as a means of bringing a
few more speakers to the semi-fluent stage quickly. Mutsun revitalization
leaders attend conferences on endangered languages in order to find out
what works to produce fluent speakers in other communities.
6. Conclusions
The di‰culties of increasing use even of an endangered language may
seem insurmountable, since so few communities are definitively succeed-
ing at reversing language shift. In comparison, the task of revitalizing a
dormant language such as Mutsun seems all the more daunting. Dor-
mant-language revitalization requires demanding work beyond what is
usually necessary for an endangered language: extracting language infor-
mation from archival sources, compiling across sources, and achieving
semi-fluency for a few speakers. The situation then becomes much like
an endangered language situation, and how to spread semi-fluency
throughout the community becomes an issue. If the language is also a
‘‘scattered language,’’ lacking a cohesive area in which the community
members predominate, the problems might feel overwhelming.
We do not know at this point how likely it is that a scattered, dormant
language can be successfully revitalized. The optimistic long-term goal for
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Mutsun would be a self-sustaining community of Mutsun–English bilin-
guals, with Mutsun used among community members and English used
in the broader society. Whether that goal can be achieved or not, Mutsun
community members already have far more access to their heritage
language and culture now than they did when the revitalization project
began (Warner et al. 2007). Moreover, it is the belief of the authors that
Mutsun revitalization can progress much further. We look forward to
finding out just how far this revitalization process can go in the upcoming
years.
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Notes
* We wish to acknowledge support for this project from the National Endowment for the
Humanities (grant PA-51356-05), the Woodrow Wilson Foundation, the Seventh Gener-
ation Fund, and the Native Cultures Fund. We have benefited from discussion of these
issues with Leanne Hinton, Wes Leonard, Daryl Baldwin, Mary Willie, Ben Tucker,
Juliette Blevins, and participants at the Breath of Life workshops. Any errors or mis-
understandings are, of course, our own.
1. Hinton (2001c: 6) uses the phrase ‘‘scattered community,’’ but not as an explicit term.
2. The ‘‘student’’ and ‘‘teacher’’ roles are imposed by the software, which was developed
for more traditional course use. Otherwise we would not use this terminology.
3. Klingon has an indirect tie to Mutsun: Marc Okrand, the author of the Mutsun gram-
mar, was the developer/author of Klingon. A small number of devoted, highly moti-
vated Star Trek fans have become relatively fluent Klingon speakers, and they are
undertaking various e¤orts to increase the use of Klingon (www.kli.org).
4. The first author began speaking Mutsun by naming an object in Mutsun to her pre-
linguistic son, then gradually making the utterance more complex. An example in trans-
lation, spoken while her son played with rocks, might be ‘‘Rock. Rocks. Many rocks.
You have many rocks. Pretty rocks. You have many pretty rocks. Look at the pretty
rocks. Don’t eat the rock!’’ This child is not being raised in Mutsun, and the purpose
was solely practice for the adult.
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